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Design of compact ring resonator and Mach-Zehnder interferometer with air trenches

Seunghyun Kim
Jianhua Jiang
Gregory P. Nordin, MEMBER SPIE
University of Alabama in Huntsville
Nano and Micro Devices Center
OB 418
Huntsville, Alabama 35899
E-mail: shkim@eng.uah.edu

Abstract. We discuss the design of a compact ring resonator (RR) and Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI) in a low-refractive-index-contrast waveguide material system through the use of air trenches. A narrow air trench at the intersection of one input and two output waveguides can function as a high-efficiency splitter, while wider air trenches operate as waveguide bends. We first discuss the design of individual splitters and bends and then show how they can be used to realize a compact MZI and RR. The RR has a footprint of only $70 \times 100 \mu m$, and its optical efficiency at the drop wavelengths is $\approx 86\%$. The free spectral range and full width at half maximum are 7.2 and 0.5 nm, while the $Q$ factor is $>3,000$. The MZI occupies only $165 \times 130 \mu m$, and its calculated optical efficiency is $90\%$. © 2006 The Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers. [DOI: 10.1117/1.2202926]

1 Introduction

Ring resonators (RRs) and Mach-Zehnder interferometers (MZIs) are fundamental building blocks for a variety of applications, including add-drop and bandpass filters, wavelength division multiplexer/demultiplexers, and all optical switches.1–7 Low index contrast (LIC) waveguide materials, such as silica and many polymers, are attractive for planar lightwave circuits (PLCs) because of their low propagation loss, low coupling loss to and from fibers, and mature microfabrication processes.1–3,8 However, since the radius of curvature required for high-efficiency LIC waveguide bends is large (on the order of millimeters to centimeters),9,10 compact RRs and MZIs have not been realized with conventional LIC waveguides.

In this paper, we present designs for a compact, high-efficiency RR and MZI for a polymer waveguide material system. We first show how small-area splitters can be realized with air trenches. A narrow air trench at the intersection of an input and two output waveguides operates as a high-efficiency beamsplitter through frustrated total internal reflection (FTIR). Combined with appropriate air-trench bends,11,12 we design a RR and MZI and discuss their performance based on simulation results. For the purpose of this paper, we limit our analysis to TM polarization (operation with TE polarization requires a simple redesign of the structures to adjust air trench positions and widths). We use a two-dimensional (2-D) finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method13 with Berenger perfectly matched layer (PML) boundary conditions14 to numerically simulate the designed structures. A three-dimensional (3-D) FDTD method is used to verify the 2-D FDTD results.

2 Splitters with Air Trenches

We consider a perfluorocyclobutyl (PFCB)15,16 channel waveguide structure with core and cladding refractive indices of 1.4816 and 1.4625, respectively. For single-mode operation at a wavelength of 1.55 $\mu m$, the waveguide core is chosen to be $3.6 \times 3.6 \mu m$. For 2-D FDTD calculations, we use the effective-index method17 to approximate this as a 2-D structure with a waveguide width of $3.6 \mu m$ and a core refractive index of 1.4755. The cladding index remains the same.

To realize a splitter, an air trench is positioned as shown in Fig. 1(a). We first calculate optical efficiencies at output waveguide channels 1 and 2 as a function of the air-trench width. For a waveguide mode incident along the input waveguide, optical efficiencies have been calculated at output channels 1 and 2 with a mode overlap integral (MOI) (i.e., the optical efficiency is defined as the ratio of the power in the guided mode at the output detector to that in the incident guided mode).18 The result is shown in Fig. 1(b). As seen in the figure, the splitting ratio is about 50:50 with an air-trench width of 0.42 $\mu m$. As the air-trench width increases, the optical efficiency in channel 2 increases while the optical efficiency in channel 1 correspondingly decreases.

For a ring resonator, we choose a 0.8-$\mu m$-wide air trench, for which we have already demonstrated fabrication feasibility with etch depth in the 14- to 16-$\mu m$ range.19 Figure 2(a) shows the time-averaged magnitude squared of the electric field at $\lambda = 1.55 \mu m$. The optical efficiencies
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Fig. 1 (a) Geometry of splitter design with an air trench. (b) Optical efficiencies at output waveguide channels 1 and 2 as a function of air-trench width. A 50:50 splitting ratio is achieved with 0.42-μm air-trench width.

Fig. 2 (a) Time-averaged magnitude squared of the electric field of a splitter design for a ring resonator at $\lambda=1.55 \, \mu m$. Air-trench width is 0.8 \, \mu m. (b) Spectral response of the splitter design.

Fig. 3 (a) Input waveguide mode for 3-D FDTD method. Electric field at detectors in output channels (b) 1 and (c) 2.
Fig. 4 (a) Time-averaged magnitude squared of the electric field of a splitter for a Mach-Zehnder interferometer at $\lambda = 1.55 \, \mu m$. The air-trench width is 0.8 $\mu m$, and the angle between channels 1 and 2 is 107.5 deg. (b) Spectral response of the splitter.

Fig. 5 Geometry of a waveguide bend with an air trench. The position of the incident waveguide mode source is shown, as well as the detector position along the output waveguide.

Fig. 6 Proposed (a) ring resonator and (b) Mach-Zehnder interferometer using small-area air-trench bends and splitters.

Fig. 7 Angular spectrum of the waveguide mode. The two vertical lines correspond to plane-wave components at the critical angles for 60- and 53.75-deg bend structures.
calculated with 2-D FDTD at channels 1 and 2 are 18.8% and 79.9% (total 98.7%), respectively. The spectral response of the splitter is shown in Fig. 2(b). Note that the wavelength dependence is quite small, as expected.

We employ 3-D FDTD to verify the 2-D FDTD results. The waveguide source for 3-D FDTD is shown in Fig. 3(a) while Figs. 3(b) and 3(c) show magnitude of the TM electric field component at detectors in the output channels. The optical efficiencies calculated by 3-D FDTD (with MOI) are 19.1% (channel 1) and 78.3% (channel 2), which are matched very well with the 2-D FDTD results.

The splitting ratio of a splitter for a MZI should be 50:50. As noted, the air-trench width must be 0.42 μm for the 90-deg splitter geometry. However, this is correspondingly more difficult to fabricate because of the large etch aspect ratio. Instead, we change the bend angle of channel 2 while keeping the air-trench width at 0.8 μm until the splitting ratio is essentially 50:50. The final design is shown in Fig. 4(a) for λ=1.55 μm. The angle between channels 1 and 2 is 107.5 deg, and the optical efficiencies are 48.5% and 48.1%, respectively. Figure 4(b) shows the spectral response of the splitter. The splitting ratio is essentially uniform over the wavelength range shown in the figure (1.50 to 1.65 μm).

Fig. 8 (a) Bend efficiency as a function of S. Bend efficiency at S=−0.326 μm is 99.3%. (b) Bend efficiency as a function of air-trench width.

Fig. 9 (a) Geometry and time-averaged magnitude squared of the electric field of the final 60-deg bend design at λ=1.55 μm. (b) Spectral response.
3 Bends with Air Trenches

High-efficiency small-area waveguide bends for RR and MZI are also designed with air trenches. Before we discuss waveguide bends, we need to define the bend angle and terms used for the waveguide-bend design. The geometry of a bend structure is shown in Fig. 5. The angle between the bisecting lines of the input and output waveguides is defined as the bend angle $\theta$. The intersection of the bisecting lines of the input and output waveguides is the origin $O$, and the distance from the origin to the air-trench interface is defined as the separation $S$, which is measured along a line orthogonal to the air-trench interface and intersecting $O$. It is positive when the air-trench interface moves away from the bend, and negative when it moves past $O$ into the bend. Because of the Goos-Hanschenshift at the air interface, the value for $S$ that gives the highest optical efficiency is always negative.

As discussed in detail in Ref. 12, high bend efficiency can be achieved when the waveguide mode is incident on the air-trench interface at an angle such that all of the plane-wave components of the mode undergo TIR. For waveguide material systems in which the core and cladding refractive indices are low, bend angles less than 90 deg are generally needed. As shown in Fig. 6, we therefore choose RR and MZI bend angles of 60 and 53.75 deg, respectively, in order to both meet this constraint and have symmetric device configurations. Figure 7 shows the angular spectrum of the waveguide mode, with vertical lines corresponding to plane-wave components at the critical angles for 60- and 53.75-deg bends. Plane-wave components to the right of each vertical line satisfy the TIR condition for that particular bend. We clearly can expect high bend efficiency for both bend angles.

To design the bend structures, we first find the optimum position of the air-trench interfaces and then choose an adequate width for the air trench. We first consider the 60-deg bend for a ring resonator. Figure 8(a) shows the bend efficiency as a function of $S$ at a wavelength of 1.55 $\mu$m. The bend efficiency has a maximum of 99.3% at $S=-0.326$ $\mu$m. Keeping the air-trench interface at this position, the bend efficiency as a function of the air trench width is shown in Fig. 8(b). As the width increases, the amount of optical power transmitted through the air trench by FTIR decreases exponentially. To minimize aspect-ratio-dependent etch effects (i.e., different etch depths for different trench widths) between bends and splitters during the fabrication process, the air-trench width of a bend should...
not be too different from that of the splitter (0.8 μm). We therefore choose an air-trench width of 1.3 μm. In this case, the bend efficiency is 99.2%.

The geometry of the final 60-deg bend design is shown in Fig. 9(a) along with the time-averaged magnitude squared of the electric field for λ=1.55 μm. Figure 9(b) shows the spectral response of the bend for a wavelength range of 1.50 to 1.65 μm. This design has also been verified with 3-D FDTD, in which the bend efficiency at λ =1.55 μm is 98.9%, which is consistent with the 2-D FDTD result.

For the MZI, we designed a 53.75-deg waveguide bend structure by following the same process as described for the 60-deg bend. In this case, the bend efficiency is maximized for S=−0.254 μm. The width of the air trench is chosen as 1.3 μm. Figure 10 shows the time averaged magnitude squared of the electric field for a 60-deg bend. In this case, the bend efficiency is 99.1%.

The simulated performance using 2-D FDTD is shown in Fig. 11. The solid and dotted lines are the optical efficiencies at the drop and throughput ports, respectively. The optical efficiency at the drop wavelengths (i.e., wavelengths at which most of the light exits through the drop port) is 86%. The free spectral range (FSR) is 7.2 nm, and the full width at half maximum (FWHM) is 0.5 nm. The Q factor is >3000. Figure 12 shows the time-averaged magnitude squared of the electric field at λ =1.5513 μm (one of the drop wavelengths) and λ =1.5549 μm (one of the throughput wavelengths).

With 53.75-deg bends and 107.5-deg splitters, the MZI occupies only 165×130 μm. The time-averaged magnitude squared of the electric field at λ=1.55 μm is shown in Fig. 13. The optical efficiency along channel 1 is 90.2%.

5 Conclusion
Air trenches can be used to realize both small-area bends and splitters, which in turn enables the design of very compact RRs and MZIs. We have illustrated this approach for a low-index waveguide material system. 2-D FDTD is used for the main design work, and 3-D FDTD is used to validate the 2-D FDTD results. We are now developing the fabrication process required to realize these devices physically and compare experimental results with simulations.
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Fig. 12 Time-averaged magnitude squared of the electric field at (a) λ=1.5513 μm (one of the drop wavelengths) and (b) λ=1.5549 μm (one of the throughput wavelengths).

Fig. 13 Time-averaged magnitude squared of the electric field of the compact MZI at λ=1.55 μm.
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